
 

Bugari Evo HARIA P41/B55
Digital Accordion

Music is all about passion! The famous Bugari accordion brand expands its range with 
the HARIA P41 (piano-type) and HARIA B55 (button-type) Digital Accordions. These 
two models mark the official start of the BUGARI EVO division, which is dedicated to 
digital accordions.
Great care was taken to preserve the feel of an acoustic accordion and all those little 
details that have turned Bugari instruments into coveted classics that appeal to the 
mind, the hands and the heart. The HARIA-series is quintessentially about 
technological innovation (powered by ROLAND), coupled with the passion of 
time-honored craftsmanship.
The HARIA P41 and B55 are both special and unique, waiting for you to make
them your own and to convey your emotions through your music like never 
before on an electronic instrument.
These next-generation accordions are perfect to express yourself in front of a
large audience with the same articulation and refinement as on an acoustic 
instrument.
For the first time ever, the grand accordion tradition is truly enhanced by technology: 
Haria looks, feels, plays and responds like a fine acoustic accordion but adds massive 
sonic options.

In line with common market requests, the HARIA has FIVE NEW KEY FEATURES:

- High-quality keyboards crafted by Bugari: the HARIA-series will feel instantly 
familiar for traditional players. The keyboards with a genuine accordion touch 
provide a perfectly natural feel and response.

- The Natural Air Flow System accurately simulates the bellows response of an 
acoustic accordion. It works the same for keys and buttons: when a key is 
pressed, a lever system lifts a pallet, allowing the air to flow to the hole. The 
result: perfectly natural movements of the bellows.

- New look with redesigned wooden cabinet. The accurate shape of the cabinet 
ensures perfect playability of the instrument and a comfortable feel.

- The digital sounds and the underlying technology are supplied by Roland. 
BUGARI and Roland have teamed up to satisfy even the most exacting 
requirements of accordion players. Haria is the perfect combination of Bugari’s 
enviable acoustic accordion experience with Roland’s unsurpassed sound 
generation technology.

- The on-board speakers (two woofers plus two tweeters) are driven by a high-
quality amplification system. The wooden cabinet provides an excellent acoustic
response and produces a warm, clear sound.

The HARIA P41 and B55 will be available in July 2016.
They will be premiered at this year's Musikmesse in Frankfurt, from 7 to 10 April 
2016. (Booth  9.0 E81) 
For more information, visit www.bugarievo.com
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